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Predictive Maintenance is an important solution to the rising maintenance costs in the
industries. With the advent of intelligent computer and availability of data, predictive
maintenance is seen as a solution to predict and prevent the occurrence of the faults in the
different types of machines. This thesis provides a detailed methodology to predict the
occurrence of critical Diagnostic Trouble codes that are observed in a vehicle in order to
take necessary maintenance actions before occurrence of the fault in automobiles using
Convolutional Neural Network architecture.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The era of industrialization has played a key role in the development of the modern
economy. The rapid development of the industrial sector has played the backbone role in
the development of the world economies. From automobiles to electrical appliances, the
products of these industries have made life much easier and also have become essentials.
In manufacturing industries, the major share of the operating costs is attributed to maintenance costs. The maintenance related costs can reach as much as up to 60 percent of
the operating costs in some industries [56]. These costs of maintenance increase with time
as a multiple of number of machines and their wear and tear. Apart from the financial
expenses, the maintenance events would also cost man power and valuable time. Till the
recent times, the industries were helpless in finding solutions to reduce these maintenance
costs and the industries have ignored the effects of these costs to their treasury and on the
production values.
With the development of modern technologies and computers, industries have partnered with researchers and scientists to find solutions that can help reduce the maintenance
costs. By collecting historical data from the running machines, the researchers have come
up with different techniques to analyze the wear and tear of the machines and to plan main-
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tenance activities in advance. The collection of techniques that deal with the prediction of
faults and planning of maintenance events is called Predictive Maintenance (PM) [56].
The field of Predictive Maintenance is of immense importance in the automobile industry. The vehicles are run under different driving and climatic conditions and the parts of
the vehicles are vulnerable to wear-and-tear over a period of running. As a result of it, they
are susceptible to Vehicle-Off-Road (VOR) situations. The term VOR incorporates many
various types of situations of different severity levels, ranging from a vehicle being unable
to start, to a sudden fault causing an accident whilst driving. Depending on the severity
level of the fault, the consequences can range from a decrease in the vehicle’s performance
to accidents, resulting in loss of life and property. As a result, it is preferable to plan for
scheduled maintenance of the vehicles using the predictive maintenance techniques using
which useful patterns can be detected from data sets of historical data from the vehicles
and models are trained to learn from these patterns [79]. The trained models can be used
to perform the prediction on new unseen data in real time.

1.1

Problem Description
A prominent evidence of faults in the vehicles is the set of codes called Diagnostic

Trouble Codes (DTC). These DTCs are a set of uniquely assigned numbers that are triggered and saved into the memory of the vehicle’s internal computer whenever the subsystems in the vehicle exhibits anomalous behaviour. By studying the patterns behind the
triggering of these DTCs, the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of the vehicle’s subsystems
can be predicted in future. A key module of predicting the RUL of the vehicle is to pre2

dict when a certain DTC will be triggered based on the existing condition of the vehicle.
By estimating the possibility of occurence of a set of important DTCs, immense useful
knowledge regarding the working nature of the vehicles, the reasons behind the occurrence
of the faults, the sub-systems that are effected, and the maintenance events that are to be
undertaken, can be obtained.
Given the problem description above, this thesis is aimed at finding answers to the
following:
• Given the historic sensor data and generated DTCs collected from vehicles, predict
the occurrence of specific critical DTC in certain time steps ahead in future.
• Find out if any sensor channels are related? If so, how?

By utilising the answers to the above questions, the work provided in this thesis can
be used to assess the condition of the parts of the vehicle in which the fault occurs, and
to decide whether a maintenance action is required to be performed, within the prediction
window period. Also, an analysis on the relations between different sensor channels is
provided.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we present the related works, existing methodologies to address current issues, and technologies used to implement our idea. First, we start with predictive
maintenance. Next, we explain the state of the art approaches and latest works that are
prominent in this space. Later, we explain about popular deep learning techniques such
as Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural Networks (LSTM-RNN) and Convolution
Neural Networks (CNN) that are used in the methodology.

2.1

Predictive Maintenance
Reliability is an important area of focus in the assessment of industrial products and/or

equipment. The products experience wear-and-tear since they are operated in different
climatic conditions, load variations and stress and thereby deteriorate over time [2, 40].
The concept of maintenance has been introduced as an efficient way to obtain a satisfactory
level of performance from the product during its lifetime. The term “maintenance” refers
to a set of actions performed on an item to resurrect it from a degraded stage to a state in
which it can perform its designated functions as required [2]. Maintenance activities is the
part and parcel of any mechanical device that undergoes wear-and-tear due to daily usage.
Over the past few decades, the nature of maintenance events has seen new dimensions.
4

The different types of maintenance events are [21]:
1. Corrective Maintenance
2. Predictive Maintenance

Corrective maintenance (CM) are the set of maintenance actions that are performed on a
mechanical asset after it has failed to exhibit normal behaviour, that is, after the failure of
the component. These actions are performed to correct the behaviour of the component
and restore it to its normal working behaviour [10]. These events generally involve long
duration of non operation of the components which causes delay in the production events.
Also, the failures are mostly sudden and unwarned. As a result, the availability of spare
parts needed for the repair should be maintained in the inventory which adds additional
expenses for its management. Many works such as [73, 10, 75, 2] have emphasized on
the need for a new technique that helps reduce the unexpected and unwanted wastage of
resources and increases the financial sustainability.
To deal with the setbacks observed with corrective maintenance, researchers have come
up with a strategy called Predictive Maintenance (PM), which is a set of maintenance actions that involves predicting the deterioration of the component(s) in advance and performing necessary maintenance action to prevent the failure of the component [28, 57].
The motivation behind PM is that, the failure of a component is preceded by specific signs
that indicate the failure of the vehicle. These signs can be collected by observing the data
collected from the component. With the development of technology, the data related to
the condition of the components can be collected rapidly from sensors. By analyzing the
data, the degradation patterns of the component can be observed and analyzed to predict
5

the occurrence of the patterns in future. By performing PM, the upcoming failure in the
component can be predicted in advance and necessary maintenance action can be carried
before even before the failure has set in. This prevents sudden failures of the component
thereby, reducing the downtime of the component. Also with the knowledge about an upcoming fault, the inventory can be equipped with necessary spare parts thereby, the need
to maintain a huge inventory is eliminated. The concept of PM has gained popularity in
the recent times due to these advantages and many researchers have come up with novel
approaches aimed at predicting failures of different types of equipment.

2.2

Machine Learning
In this digital age, the role of computers in our daily life has gained immense impor-

tance. Technology has crept into our lives in various shapes and sizes ranging from mobile
phones to super computers. Many researchers have concentrated their efforts to develop
new techniques that can ease up the routine tasks and decrease the human effort by taking
the advantage of the speed and computation powers of the computers. This led to development of the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), that is aimed at developing methods that
can enable the machines to perform the tasks that were till then performed by humans
[15]. Machine Learning (ML), a sub field of AI, is a study of collection of algorithms and
techniques that are aimed at utilizing the pattern recognition capabilities of computers to
identify hidden patterns in the data and perform tasks with minimal human intervention
[83]. The computers are trained to learn the hidden patterns and inferences in the data provided to them in the form of “Training data”, and by using the knowledge, the machines
6

can make decisions and provide results when provided with similar unseen data called
“Test data”.
The algorithms in machine learning are categorized into 4 different classes based on
their requirement for labelled instances [26]. They are as follows:
1. Supervised learning algorithms
2. Unsupervised learning algorithms
3. Semi-supervised learning algorithms
4. Reinforcement learning algorithms

Supervised learning algorithms are the set of algorithms that requires the availability
of explicit labels in the training data [26]. These algorithms work by creating inferences
between the features in the training data and their associated labels such as, a y=mx relation
where, “x” is the training instance while “y” is the training label. Supervised algorithms
are mostly used for performing tasks such as classification and regression. Some of the
popularly used supervised learning algorithms are Random Forests (RF), Support Vector
machines (SVM), Naive-Bayes classifier, Linear regression.
The class of unsupervised learning algorithms consist of the algorithms that do not
require labelled instances in the data [26]. These set of algorithms are used to identify
important features and hidden patterns in the data. These algorithms can be used to achieve
different tasks such as clustering the data, anomaly detection and outlier analysis.Some of
the popular algorithms in this class are K-means, Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering.
Semi-supervised learning algorithms [26] are used when there are only few labelled
instances and more unlabelled instances in the training data. These algorithms are very
7

Figure 2.1

Machine learning algorithms

useful in real time situations when the availability of labelled instances is very low. Tasks
such as classification and clustering can be performed using the algorithms that belong to
the class of semi supervised learning.
Reinforcement learning (RL) [26] algorithms are a class of ML methods which consist
of an agent and environment. The agent is trained to perform well in the environment
using a set of rules called Policies. The agents are rewarded and penalized based on its
performance. The agents gain knowledge of the environment by working on increasing its
rewards. In the recent times, the RL algorithms are used in the development of robots and
driver-less cars.
The Figure 2.1 [66] provides a bird-view over the different types of tasks that can be
achieved from the machine learning classes mentioned above.
8

2.3

Classification
Pattern recognition is a very basic ability of the human brain. Generally,the human

brain learns the identification of different objects and patterns by analyzing its features.
Similarly, researchers have tried to implement this ability of pattern classification in machines. The field of pattern classification has gained major importance in several fields
of the industry such as medical, image recognition, facial detection and biometrics and
prognostics.

Figure 2.2

Depiction of Binary and Multi-class classification [72]

The term “classification” refers to categorizing data based on their features into 2 or
more classes. The Figure 2.2 provides an illustration of two different types of classification
tasks namely, Binary classification and Multi-class classification. Classifying the data into
two classes is called Binary-classification whereas, classifying the data into three or more
classes is called Multi-class classification. Supervised algorithms are employed to perform
classification tasks.
9

2.4

Artificial Neural Networks
Artificial Neural networks (ANN) [39] are a class of ML models that are popularly

used for working with non linear data. The basic building unit of a neural network is a
“neuron”, which is a computational unit that applies a mathematical function on the given
input, transforms it and returns an output in the form of a scalar value. These neurons
are inspired from the biological building unit of a human brain, neuron. [53] was the first
step in the creation of an artificial neuron by McCulloch & Pitts; followed by the work
[65] by Frank Rosenblatt in the year 1957, which described that artificial neurons could
actually learn from data. More importantly, he coined a new supervised learning algorithm
called Perceptron that enabled the artificial neuron to obtain correct weights from training
data by itself. The neural network consists of a collection of neurons which are arranged
in layers in a inter-connected network and information is passed across the layers starting
from the input layer, to the output layer [39]. The connections between the neurons are
called weights, which are trained using the training data.
The ANN’s can be also considered as weighted directed graphs in which artificial neurons behave like nodes and connections between the neurons act like directed edges. The
ANN’s are classified into two categories namely:
1. Feed-Forward Neural Networks
2. Recurrent Neural Networks

Multi Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a popularly used feed-forward network, in which
the neurons are organized into layers that have unidirectional connections between them.
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These neural networks output single scalar values to the next layers and the layers are
independent of the state of its previous layers.
On the other hand, Recurrent Neural networks (RNN) are the class of ANN which are
used to analyze sequences of data and can return a sequence of outputs. The neurons in a
layer take into consideration the state of the previous layers and the weights are modified
accordingly. In ANNs, the weights across the network are learnt over time and the weights
are modified as the neural network understand the patterns in the data.
With the development of multi-layer feed forward networks and back-propagation algorithm for training its weights [67, 82], ANN’s have gained immense popularity and were
used to solve complex linear and non-linear problems and also lead to the birth of a new
sub field of methods called Deep Learning.

2.5

Deep Learning
The classical machine learning techniques, though they come with many advantages,

have limited ability to deal with raw data and produce optimal results. The classical machine learning methods require the input data to be carefully re-engineered into suitable
representations in order to capture the patterns in the data and form inferences about it. In
order to do this, a careful understanding of the nature of the data and the methods being
used is necessary. In order to overcome these drawbacks, many researchers have come up
with novel techniques, which allows the machine to capture patterns from the available raw
data itself without additional feature augmentations. These set of methods are collectively
called as Deep Learning methods [44].
11

As the name itself says, the methods in deep learning use multiple layers of modules
that transform the raw data into different representation at each layer, and use the patterns
detected in each of these layers to form inferences on the data. These techniques help
reduce the burden of feature engineering by using the raw data itself.

2.5.1

Long Short-Term Memory Neural Networks

Recurrent Neural Networks are a class of neural networks that are popularly used to
work with sequential data involving contextual information. Unlike the traditional feed
forward networks which return only a single scalar output, the RNN is capable of returning sequence of outputs. Also, they possess the ability to keep certain information about
the past inputs. Using the information computed from the past inputs, the outputs are generated. This ability of the RNN was used to achieve tasks which require a sequence of
outputs such as Natural Language Processing (NLP), speech-to-text translation, time series prediction and classification. Along with the above advantages, the traditional RNN’s
faced certain drawbacks such as the problem of vanishing gradients. Vanishing gradients
[32, 9] is a condition which arises when working with long sequences of data using neural
networks with back propagation where the gradients that are computed using the backpropagation will be vanishingly small thereby, creating a hindrance for the updation of weights.
As a result of this hindrance, the ability of the traditional recurrent neural networks to learn
long term dependencies in the data is crippled.
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network is a variant of a recurrent neural networks
that was developed by Sepp Hochreiter and JÃijrgen Schmidhuber [33] to overcome the
12

Figure 2.3

Illustration of an LSTM cell [77]

problem of vanishing or exploding gradients in a traditional RNN [46].The LSTM network
are equipped with cells which act like a memory block [25]. It uses gate functions, namely
input gate, forget gate, and output gate [68]. Information can be written into, stored, and
read from the cell. The decision on what information to preserve and what information
to forget in the cell is made by the gates. The forget gate decides which historical data
to discard from the cell state while the input gate decides which states should be updated,
and finally, the output gate decides which part of the cell state should be given as output
[29, 87]. The Figure 2.3 illustrates a LSTM cell.
The advantages possessed by the LSTM has encourages researchers to utilize them
in the field of predictive maintenance. Recent studies such as [52, 92, 87, 31] have employed LSTM in their efforts to perform prognostics on NASA Turbofan Engine Degradation dataset. In [90], the remaining useful life of lithium-ion batteries is estimated using
LSTMs.
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2.5.2

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural networks (CNNs) [26, 58, 30] are one of the most popular methods for image data processing. Two characteristics of CNNs are: spatially shared weights
and spatial pooling [22]. The weights shared between several functions in the architecture
help in minimizing the memory requirement and the complexity of the neural network.
CNNs are also capable of handling raw input data which make them less dependent on
prior knowledge.
The architecture of a typical ConvNet consists of three types of layers:
1. Convolutional layer
2. Pooling layer
3. Fully connected layer

2.5.2.1

Convolutional Layer

The convolutional layer is the initial layer in a CNN. This layer is used to identify
patterns by converting the image into feature maps. The feature maps are obtained by performing convolution using a NxN matrix called filter or kernel on the image pixel matrix.
The convolution is performed by sliding the filter over the input matrix. At every location, a matrix multiplication is performed and sums the result onto the feature map. These
feature maps capture important details in the data such as presence of edges, color and gradient orientation. By sliding the filter matrix over the image matrix, we obtain a number of
feature maps for each convolution layer, which are passed through an activation function
using which a decision on the presence of certain feature is taken. The obtained feature
maps are at a lower dimension than the original input image and provide more relevant in14

formation about the hidden patterns. By increasing the number of convolutional layers, the
abstractions can be made more clear and the filters can learn more complex representations
of the data. While the initial convolution layers capture the low level features like edges,
the deeper convolutional layers identify higher level features.

2.5.2.2

Pooling Layer

Convolutional layers result in huge number of parameters to be trained as result of the
huge number of feature maps. This would result in more time for computations. In order
to overcome this shortcoming, the concept of pooling layers is introduced. The pooling
layers are used to reduce the number of parameters in case of high dimensional data or
images. This layer reduces the computational load power required to perform operations
on the data by decreasing the dimensions of the feature maps. This is done by extracting
the dominant features from a restricted amount of neighborhoods using subsampling or
downsampling, which reduces the dimensionality of each map but retains the important
information. The pooling can be of different types:
• Max Pooling
• Average Pooling
• Sum Pooling
The max pooling layer uses the largest element in the feature matrix whereas the average pooling layer takes the average of all the elements of the feature map. In the sum
pooling layer, the sum of all the elements in the feature map are calculated. As a result
of these operations, the dimensions of the feature map are reduced to a lower dimension,
thereby resulting in faster computation.
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2.5.2.3

Fully Connected Layer

Among the three layers of the CNN, the Fully Connected Layer, also called FC uses the

Figure 2.4

Illustration of a CNN filter over image pixel matrix [78]

abstractions obtained from the previous convolutional and pooling layers and aggregate the
information to perform the final classification function. It typically consists of a multi-level
perceptron network that identifies the contribution of the weights to the outputs. Unlike the
convolutional layers in which not all the neurons are connected to each other, the FC layers
consists of neurons in the previous layer connected to every neuron in the next layer.
Generally the fully connected layer is accompanied with an activation function such as
sigmoid or softmax. The softmax activation ensures that the sum of output probabilities for
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each class is 1 whereas the sigmoid activation returns a 0 or 1. Sigmoid is used for binary
classification popularly, whereas softmax activation function is employed in case of multiclass classification. The Figure 2.4 illustrates a CNN kernel applied over an image matrix.
To name a few, [5, 52, 88] are some of the state-of-the-art approaches in the field of
predictive maintenance, which have used CNNs to demonstrate exemplary results.

2.5.3

Conv-1D

While the traditional CNNs are used to learn the patterns in images which have two
spatial dimensions namely height and width, a variant of them called as 1-D Convolutional
Neural Networks or Conv-1D, has been introduced to work with temporal data such as time
series data which are two-dimensional out of which, time is one of the spatial dimension.
In Conv-1D, the kernel or filter which convolves over the sequential time series data is
one-dimensional. These neural networks are efficient when working with segments of data
to capture relevant patterns across the time dimension
In recent times, the Conv1D neural networks have been popularily used for a variety of
tasks such as time series classification tasks, signal processing and analysis, speech to text
translation and natural language processing. They are demonstrated to perform efficiently
for:
• Analysis of a time series data.
• Signal processing and analysis
• Natural Language Processing (NLP)
• Speech-to-text translation
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Many works in the recent times such as [45] and [47] have used Conv1D to classify
ECG signals and to predict the Remaining useful life of engines respectively.

2.6

Confusion Matrix
A confusion matrix [86] is an evaluation metric used to measure the accuracy of the

classifier. It is a NxN matrix where N, is the number of classes in the data. It provides an
insight into the number of samples classified correctly vs the number of samples incorrectly
classified.
Table 2.1

Illustration of a confusion matrix
Class

Predicted : NO

Predicted: YES

True:NO

True Negatives (TN) False Negatives (FN)

True:YES

False Positives (FP)

True Positives (TP)

The definition of each element in the confusion matrix are explained as:
• True Positives (TP): Samples that are predicted as “Yes” and their actual label is
“Yes”.
• True Negatives (TN): Samples that are predicted as “No” and their actual label is
“No”.
• False Positives (FP) or Type I error: Samples that are predicted as “Yes” but their
actual label is “No”.
• False Negatives (FN) or Type II error: Samples that are predicted as “No” but their
actual label is “Yes”.
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From the confusion matrix, a number of metrics which, can be used for evaluating the
performance of the classifier can be retrieved such as, accuracy, error rate, precision score,
recall score and F-1 score, which will be especially important in this thesis.

2.7

Performance Metrics
There a number of techniques to assess the performance of the machine learning algo-

rithms. For classification tasks, the metrics that are used in popular are :
• Accuracy
• Precision
• Recall
• F-1 Score

2.7.1

Accuracy

The accuracy [26] of a model is used as a metric to understand how well the classifier
has performed on the data. It can be calculated from the Equation 2.1 as follows:

Accuracy =

(T N + T P )
(T N + F N + F P + T P )

(2.1)

Where
• True Positives (TP): data point classified as positive by the model that actually are
positive
• True Negatives (TN): data points the model identifies as negative that actually are
negative
• False Positives (FP): data points the model identifies as positive that actually are
negative
• False Negatives (FN): data points the model identifies as negative that actually are
positive
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Though accuracy can indicate the performance of the classifier, it can also be a misleading metric in case of the input data containing classes that are highly imbalanced. This
is because of the inclination of the classifier on the majority class. As a result, though the
classifier accuracy might be high, it is not a reliable measure. To overcome this drawback,
three metrics namely, precision, recall and F-1 score are recommended. A model which
reports a high precision and recall is considered an optimal classifier.

2.7.2

Precision

Precision [11] is a measure of the number of samples that are correctly classified as
positive classes, from the total number of samples that are classified as positive. It provides
the answer to the question “Out of the total samples classified as YES, how many of them
are actually YES ” [79]. It is calculated using the Equation 2.2 as follows:

P recision =

2.7.3

(T P )
(T P + F P )

(2.2)

Recall

Recall [11] is a measure of the number of samples that are correctly classified as
positive classes, from the total number of samples that are actually positive. It provides the
answer to the question “Out of the total samples that are actually YES, how many of them
are predicted correctly YES ” [79]. It is calculated using the Equation 2.3 as follows:

Recall =

(T P )
(T P + F N )
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(2.3)

2.7.4

F-1 Score

In the cases of dataset containing imbalanced classes, the metric F-1 Score [27] can be
used as a reliable performance measure. The F-1 Score is harmonic mean of the precision
and recall and gives a better measure of the incorrectly classified cases. It is calculated
using the Equation 2.4 as follows:

F − 1Score = 2 ∗

2.8

(P recision ∗ Recall)
(P recision + Recall)

(2.4)

Works Using Machine Learning For Predictive Maintenance
This section provides a literature review for this work. It presents works based on

predictive maintenance for different domains. We also present works that use convolutional
neural networks for performing predictive maintenance on different equipments.
Machine learning is being popularly used in the recent decades, to create predictive
maintenance frameworks for a variety of equipments/systems in the industrial sector [17].
[71] uses an ensemble methodology to decide the time for maintenance events for tungsten
filaments. [16, 51] propose two different machine learning frameworks namely Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and Discriminative Deep Belief Network (DBN) respectively, to
plan maintenance events for gas turbines. A novel approach using dynamic time warping
and clustering for detecting issues in refrigeration systems was described in [42]. The work
in [43] describes a predictive maintenance method using a SVM which used randomized
search for setting its parameters on wind turbine dataset while the work in [18] is based on
estimating the time for maintenance events for photovoltaic systems.
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Predicting the remaining useful life of the equipment is a popular field of interest in
Prognostics. Using the NASA Turbofan Engine Degradation dataset (C-MAPSS) [24],
many novel approaches of predicting the remaining useful life of engines have been developed in the recent years using deep learning techniques. In the work [41], a comprehensive survey of the latest state of the art approaches in prognostics, that use the C-MAPSS
dataset, is presented. For instance, [89, 47, 31, 92] have developed novel techniques utilizing the latest deep learning methods to predict the failure of turbofan engines. [59] predicts the probability of a fault occuring in different window period of time, using which,
the planning of necessary maintenance actions can be planned during that window period.
[34] proposes LSTM implementation for predicting the RUL of the engines using a novel
approach called as Piece Wise Linear degradation wherears [74] achieved the same task
with an LSTM implementation which uses the censored instances along with the failed
instances for training. [55] proposes a dual-task LSTM, which performs the degradation
assessment and RUL prediction at the same time that performs feature extraction using
the Kernal Principal Component Analysis (KPCA). Another variant of the LSTMs called
Bi-Directional LSTMs were also used for the prediction of RUL on the engine’s dataset in
[36, 80, 90].
Along with LSTMs, another popular deep learning methods that were used in the prognostics are CNNs. Recent studies such as [47, 81] employ CNNs to predict the remaining
useful life of the engines in NASA dataset. [47] proposes Deep Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN) with five convolutional layers and one FC layers and also uses a time
window approach, which enhances the feature extraction ability of the CNN. [81] proposed
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a CNN, with a Residual Building Block (RBB). An ensemble of K number of models was
created by using K-fold cross validation and training them to create the ensemble. In the
work presented in [3], the authors have developed a predictive maintenance method for
predicting when a HV circuit-breaker should be rebuilt. In the work desribed in [35], the
authors describe a PM system for predicting the remaining useful life of Lithium-ion batteries.
Another popular method that is used for the purpose of predictive maintenance are,
Echo State Networks. Echo State Networks (ESN) rise from a concept called “Reservoir
Computing”. They were developed by [38]. ESN’s are developed to overcome the drawbacks of RNNs such as, the need to train lots of parameters and the computational burden
it causes [41]. A single parameter update in a RNN can be expensive in computational
terms, and will require many cycles. These drawbacks of RNN can be overcome with
ESNs. In an ESN, an RNN is created, with its weights generated randomly. This RNN
is called a reservoir. The weights in the reservoir remain unchanged during the course of
the training. It is passively excited by the input signal [50]. Only weights of the connections among the reservoir internal states and the output are trained, while the weights of
the reservoir and input remain unchanged, thereby reducing the computational load. Past
implementations of ESN on the C-MAPSS dataset of turbofan engine degradation simulation dataset that have performed well for the prediction of RUL are [62, 4]. Works
such as [64, 48, 93] have used ESN in recent times for different tasks on the C-MAPSS
dataset. [64] proposes an ensemble of ESN’s aimed at predicting the remaining useful life
on C-MAPSS dataset. Different methods such as optimization of the ensemble architecture
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parameters using multi-objective differential evolution algorithm [70], and another method
which assigns different weights to the individual models based on their performance on a
subset of the training data, using local aggregation of the ensemble ESNs, are proposed.
An attention-based ESN using a genetic algorithm to optimize the hyperparameters, which
reported a better MSE compared to [88, 92], was reported in [48]. In [93], an ESN implementation for training is proposed, where the inputs come sequentially and the model is
trained online. In online training, the ESN is essentially trained on the incoming data as it
arrives. This work uses an online kernel-Based learning method, called Kernel Recursive
Least Squares (KRLS) algorithm, for training the output weights in the ESN [23, 41].
Apart from the above discussed neural network based models, the Hidden Markov
Models (HMM) are probabilistic models that are popularly used to model a sequence of
signals [41]. HMMs are built on the assumption of markov process [7]. The markov process is a process in which, the future states are independent of the past states, given the
present state i.e, the predictions of the future state are dependent solely on the current
state. HMM can model the degradation of the parts in the form of states where, each state
represents a different health state of the component. By modelling the health state of the
component, the RUL of the component can be estimated. [7, 63] are some well-known implementations of HMM on the NASA Turbofan engine dataset. Recent approaches using
HMM for predicting the RUL such as [84, 85, 19] have introduced some novel methodologies. In [84], a cluster-based HMM is proposed, which predicts the RUL through a
mapping with the degradation pattern [41]. The RMSE reported was better than some of
the state-of-art works such as [47]. Another implementation of HMM with clustering was
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proposed in [19]. In this approach, three HMM’s are utilized, where one of them is used to
predict the RUL, while the other two HMM’s are used to output the lower and upper limits
for the remaining useful life, which can help in maintenance planning decisions [41].
In [60], the prediction of remaining useful life is performed using a hybrid method
comprising of Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average method (ARIMA) and SVM
[41]. The ARIMA is used to predict the sensor values for the future timesteps,while the
SVM is used for predicting the RUL, using the forecasted sensor values. In [8], an artificial neural network is proposed to perform similarity-based RUL estimation on C-MAPSS
dataset. In this work, the raw sensor data are normalized and clustered based on operational regimes. A combined approach for predicting the remaining useful life and the
prediction of failure within a specific interval was proposed in [1] using Deep Weibull
Recurrent Neural Network (DW-RNN) and MultiTask Learning (MTL-RNN). Regression
using Relevance Vector Machine (RVM), a machine learning technique which works similar to SVM but gives a probability distributions instead of point estimates, is used by
[69]. In [6], a Regression-Tree approach is used to predict the remaining useful life on CMAPSS dataset. [20] proposes an approach for RUL prediction which considers the effect
of the operating conditions on the degradation pattern [41]. This method works robustly
on non-linear continuously degrading systems such as the NASA Turbofan engine dataset.
Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) [37], is a neural network in which the input weights
and hidden weights are not trained. The ELM has demonstrated reliable performance for
prediction of remaining useful life on C-MAPSS dataset in some of the latest works such
as [91, 49].
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CHAPTER 3
DATASET

In this chapter, we present the dataset and the preliminary findings from the dataset. We
begin with the research questions that we desire to find answers for from the data. Next,
we explain the dataset and the necessary preprocessing done on the dataset. Finally, we
report the findings from the dataset and an analysis on these findings is presented.

3.1

Research Questions
This thesis focuses on finding answers to the following questions,

1. How do the sensors relate to one another and what effect do they have on one
another ?
The purpose of finding the relation between the sensors is to understand the effect
of one part of the vehicle on the remaining parts and how likely it is for a part to
affect the performance of the vehicle. By analysing the effect of one sensor values
on another, the relations between the parts can be inferred and can be used to model
the dependencies between those parts.
2. Which sub-system of the vehicle is susceptible to large number of faults?
By providing an answer to this question, we try to find out which parts are quickly
deteriorating, and which ones are less likely to have a fault in the available vehicles.
This can decide which sub-systems to be carefully scrutinised in order to prevent the
vehicle from failing.
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3. Given a set of sensor readings, how likely is the vehicle to experience a fault
with Injector-Control Supply Pressure ,in the next 24 hours i.e within 86400
seconds of running of the vehicle
The answer to this question is the soul of this thesis. The Injector-Control supply
pressure is the pressure of the fuel delivered to the injectors. Automobiles with
diesel engines require a fine tuned fuel mixture, as they rely on pressure and temperature to ignite the fuel mixture. This pressure is measured by the Injector control
sensor pressure. By predicting how susceptible the vehicle is to experience a fault in
its Injection Supply Pressure, suitable maintenance events can be planned thereby,
preventing unwanted halting of the vehicle and further damage to the vehicle.

3.2

Data Source and Collection
The available data for development of techniques in this thesis was obtained from The

Institute of Systems Engineering Research (ISER) at Mississippi State University. The data
was collected by United States Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity (AMSAA) during their Condition Based Maintenance (CBM) Pilot Program that started in 2011. The data
was collected from the different make-and-model types of the vehicles of the US-Army.
This data is collected with the help of Digital Source Collection (DSC) boxes installed on
these vehicles. These DSC boxes collect data at a sampling frequency of 1Hz i.e, one sample per second during the running of the vehicle. Though the original data composed of
submission dates, locations, vehicle identification numbers (VIN) and specifications of the
data collection (DSC) boxes, in order to protect and preserve the sensitive details, a set of
generic classification names were established to replace the original military classification
names. The data was in Army Bulk CBM Data (ABCD) implementation of a Common
Data Format (CDF) file. The ABCD formatting is a file naming convention that specifies
the vehicle identification parameters such as the family name, model name, vehicle identifi27

cation number, the initial timestamp date in the file, the DSC box type, location parameters
such as GPS longitude and latitude, etc. The original data was scrubbed and transformed in
order to prevent the exposure of sensitive details and replaced by the generic classification
names as mentioned above. The Figure 3.1 provides a depiction of the ABCD format used
for naming the files in the dataset.

Figure 3.1

Illustration of ABCD file naming convention used in the dataset

3.2.1

Data Schema

The CDF files obtained from Institute for Systems Engineering Research contained
three different tables namely for each unique vehicle identification number (VIN), which
are as follows:
1. 1 Hz data:
• The 1Hz data is collected from the DSC that is plugged into the engine. During
the usage of the vehicle, i.e from the timestamp at which the vehicle is powered
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on till the timestamp at which it is powered off, the DSC box collects the data
during the usage of the vehicle. The data collection is performed at a frequency
of 1 sample per second.
• The collected sensor data contains usage channel data collected from engine,
transmission, brakes, tires, Global Positioning System (GPS), on-board systems and other vehicle parameters through the DSC. The 1 Hz data was generated based on the timestamp of powering on the engine.
2. Startup data:
• The Startup Table contains the data related to vehicle usage such as odometer,
engine hours, fuel consumption etc over a cumulative period.
• The startup data is collected by the DSC box whenever the vehicle is powered
on. The startup data files are available only for a small set of vehicles in the
database. The Table 3.1 provides the list of columns available in the start-up
data.

Table 3.1
Columns in Start-up data files
Startup Table Data
UTCStartup
RtdEngSpeed1587
TotPTOHrs
RtdEngPwr1587
TotIdlHours1587 TotalIdleFuelUsed1587
TotPTOHrs1587 HiResTotVehDist
TotVehDist
TotEngHrs
TotEngRevs
TotalFuelUsed
EngRtdPwr
EngRtdSpeed
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3. Fault data:
• The Fault data table contains data collected from the vehicle’s on-board diagnostic systems. These systems monitor the state of the vehicle and report any
abnormalities in the vehicle’s state using DTC codes.
• The DTC-codes form a unique set of codes that indicate an abnormality such
a certain sensor reading below or above the specified threshold and change
their state from “Inactive” to “Active” indicating a faulty behaviour. Each DTC
corresponds to its unique logic that monitors the channels from the vehicle and
based on preset thresholds, it will be activated or deactivated. These DTCs are
unique for each kind of fault and sub-system they are occurring in, and they
help to identify the particular sub system of the vehicle that is responsible for
this anomalous behaviour.
Table 3.2
Columns in Fault data files
Fault Table Data
UTCFault
Fault Source
Fault Status
Fault Protocol
Suspect Parameter Number
Fault Description
Failure Mode Identifier
Malfunction Indicator Lamp
Occurrence Count
Amber Warning Lamp
Red Stop Lamp
ABSWrnLmp1587
Protect Lamp

• These DTCs are stored into the Fault Data Table against the timestamp of their
occurrence, whenever they change their state from “Inactive” to “Active” or
vice-versa. According to the subject-expert, an “Active” record on the “Fault
Status” channel means that the fault has become active and an “Inactive” record
means the fault has become inactive. Each row in the fault table represents a
change of state of the DTC. The Table 3.2 provides the list of columns available
in the fault data.
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CHAPTER 4
DTC PREDICTION FRAMEWORK

This chapter provides an insight into the available dataset. It also answers to the following research questions:
1. Are any of the sensor channels related ?
2. Which part of the vehicles experience more faults ?
3. How effectively can we predict the occurrence of a DTC ?

4.1

Data Consolidation
Since the data is available in the CDF format, a program was created in order to convert

the CDF files into three files namely 1 Hz files, start-up data files and fault files for each
unique VIN. The program also combines these files into a single unique file for each VIN
number in such a way that the entire life of the vehicle can be studied. For the development
of this thesis, a subset of data belonging to vehicles of FAMILY003 and MODEL0020 was
used. There are a total of 79 VINs in the Model0020 dataset out of which data of 5 VINs
namely VIN 933, VIN 936, VIN 950, VIN 958, VIN 962 was used for the development of
the methodology to predict an upcoming fault. The Figure 4.1 illustrates the distribution
of DTCs across the above mentioned VINs.
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Figure 4.1

Distribution of Suspect Parameter Numbers in the selected VIN’s
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Figure 4.2

Distribution of fault sources in the selected VIN’s
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The Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of DTCs across different vehicles in the data. We
can observe from the figure that the type of faults experienced by each vehicles varies. The
reason behind this difference may possibly be that , the vehicles are subjected to different
degrees of usage and driving conditions. From the Figure 4.2, we observe the different subsystems in the vehicles in which, the faults were observed. All the vehicles have observed
faults with their engine, brakes and the on-board data logger subsystem. The vehicles with
VIN 950 and VIN 958 have the most faults with their engines.

4.2

Data Selection Based On Critical Fault
Critical faults are the set of DTCs that are considered severe and are most likely to

cause Vehicle Off-Road (VOR) situations. By predicting the occurrence of such critical
DTCs, necessary precautionary actions such as performing a maintenance activity, can be
undertaken in order to prevent the fault from actually showing up. From the Figure 4.1,
we can observe that some of the DTCs are missing in some of the VINs. For example, the
fault with SPN 2 is absent in the vehicle with VIN 958. From this, we can infer that the
presence of faults varies from vehicle to vehicle. This can be attributed to the fact that, each
vehicle is subjected to different driving conditions and usage. As a result, the wear-and-tear
observed in the parts of two different vehicles may vary, resulting in the occurence or nonoccurence of some faults. This is also evident from the Figure 4.2 in which, we observe that
vehicle with VIN 962 have no occurrences of faults with its transmission system. In order
to decide which fault to be considered critical, more information regarding the DTCs and
their importance is sought from the subject experts at ISER and HBM nCode Federal LLC.
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From the information provided by these subject experts, the efforts were concentrated on
the faults that are related to the engine and transmission systems. The Figure 4.2 illustrates
the distribution of fault sources in the considered data. From the investigation performed
into the timestamps of the occurrence of the DTC code, it was observed that the state of
some particular DTCs was switched from “Active” to “Inactive” and vice-versa within a
short amount of time. Assuming that a critical fault would not turn Inactive within such
short duration of its occurrence, the search was narrowed down to engine DTCs which
occurred only a few times. After consulting with a subject expert, several DTCs related to
the Boost Pressure and Engine Injector Pressure were identified as critical. Thus the effort
was zeroed in on the DTC with Suspect Parameter Number 164 and described as “SAE Injection Control Pressure - Data erratic, intermittent or incorrect”.

4.3

Assumptions On The Dataset
For the scope of this thesis, certain assumptions were made regarding the DTCs, which

are as follows:
1. The DTCs are mutually exclusive i.e the occurrence of one fault does not cause
occurrence of another fault.
• In real-world, the performance of the parts of the vehicles have an effect on one
another. For example, a common knowledge is that, if the performance of the
transmission gear is faulty, it will have an adverse effect on the performance of
the vehicle by affecting the working of the engine.
• By assuming that the faults are mutually exclusive, we eliminate the need to
model such causation between different DTCs.
2. To avoid the huge difference in time between a vehicle powered off and power on,
the load hours of the vehicle, that is the timestamps between a fault status turning to
“Active” from “Inactive” are considered to be one sequence.
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• While analyzing the timestamps of the data collection, it was observed that the
data collection was done at uneven intervals of data and time. Though the data
was collected at a frequency of 1Hz (one sample per second), the amount of
time that a vehicle is run on different days varies.
• The difference between the time at which a vehicle is turned off till the next
time at which it is turned on, varies from a day to sometime weeks.
• In order to address this problem of irregular time difference, the set of timestamps starting with a fault status as “Inactive” until the timestamp at which, it
turns “Active”, are considered a sequence.

4.4

Data Pre-processing
By combining the 1 Hz data and the fault data, a collection of combined files were

created for each VIN in the dataset. The source code for combining the 1 Hz files and
fault data can be found in Appendix B Section B.1. These combined files provides us with
an insight into the usage of the vehicles during the period 2013 - 2014. New columns
indicating the presence of each kind of DTCs in the vehicles are created with their values
being “Active” or “Inactive” indicating the presence or absence of the fault during the time
period. Each of the columns are followed by another set of columns called Countdown
Columns, which contain the difference from a particular timestamp until the time stamp
that a particular fault turns Active. The data in these columns when the fault is Active
for a time period will be zero. The source code for creation of countdown columns in the
combined files can be found in Appendix B Section B.2.
Similar to many real-world data-generating applications, this data set suffers from both
missing data and non-working channels. This missing data can be attributed to malfunctioning sensor channels which may have failed to report the data to the DSC box or channels which always report a constant value. By careful analysis, the columns related to such
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channels have been removed. The remaining minority number of missing values are filled
using forward-filling imputation method in Pandas library [54] in Python [76].
Finally, in order to investigate the probability of a fault to occur within a window period, here next 43200 seconds AKA 12 hours, the output variable named “Label1” is created. It takes on the values “0” and “1”, where “0” means that the fault will take more time
than window period to turn its state to Active, whereas “1” means the fault will turn active
within the window period. The group with class “0” is referred to as the positive group,
and class “1” as negative group. The combined files for each of the VINs are augmented to
create sequences of fault turning to Active. This is done by dropping the set of rows with
the fault status as Active till it turns Inactive.

4.4.1

Normalization Of The Data

Upon looking into the dataset obtained after combining and creating labels, it was
observed that the data is spread out across various ranges for each feature. As a result,
another operation is to be carried out to bring every feature to the same range which will
help the machine learning model to better detect the patterns in the data. This is done
generally by centering the data around zero and have variance in the same order. This
operation which is called Data Normalization enhances the performance of the model by
making it less sensitive to bias. The two most commonly used techniques to perform data
normalization are:
1. MinMax scaling
2. Standard Scaling
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In MinMax scaling [13], the data values are scaled to be between an interval whereas
in Standard Scaling, the data is standardized and centered around 0.
The MinMax operation is performed according to the equation Equation 4.1:

Scaled =

ei − Emin
(max − min) + min
Emax − Emin

(4.1)

where ei is the data value to be scaled, Emin is the minimum value of the variable,
Emax is the maximum value for the feature, min is the minimum scale limit and max is the
maximum scale limit. On the other hand, the standard scaling effect is to center the feature
in zero and scale it to the unit variance. The Standard Scaling [12] operation is performed
according to the equation Equation 4.2:

Scaled =

X −µ
s

(4.2)

where X is the value that is going to be scaled, µ is the mean of the samples, and s is their
standard deviation.
MinMax scaling is used in this work, using the MinMax scaler method available in the
Python library named Sk-learn library [61].

4.5

Training, Validation and Test Data
As a result of the pre processing performed on the combined data, the new datasets are

obtained, each consisting of a set of sequences starting with “Inactive” status of the fault
to where its status turns to “Active”. The example tables depicting the dataset before and
after this pre-processing step can be found in Appendix A. The Table 4.1 illustrates the
number of sequences found in each of the datasets. Apart from vehicle with VIN 958, the
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remaining vehicles in the dataset have only a single occurrence of the fault with SPN 164.
For this reason, the vehicle with VIN 958 is used for the training and testing purpose.
Table 4.1

Illustration of the number of sequences found in each labelled datasets of each VIN
VIN No of Sequences
933

1

936

1

950

1

958

3

962

1

The Table 4.2 illustrates the distribution of positive and negative classes in the Training,
Validation and Testing data sets created from the labelled dataset belonging to VIN 958.
This VIN consists of 3 sequences each starting with DTC 164 being inactive until the time
where its turns active. This dataset contains around 259,209 time-series samples. The
three sequences are used as Training data, Validation data, and Testing data respectively.
Each of these three subsets consist of 86400 time-series samples, which are the sensor data
channels obtained from the raw data. These files are pre-processed to remove the missing
values and non-working channels. Each of these datasets have been carefully curated to
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Table 4.2

Distribution of positive and negative classes in the VIN 958 labelled dataset
Data

Sequence Positive samples Negative samples

Training data

1

43201

43201

Validation data

2

43201

43201

Test data

3

43201

43201

have an equal distribution of positive and negative classes inorder to avoid the problem of
class imbalance in the data.

4.6

Correlation Between The sensors
This section contains the methodology followed to capture any visible patterns which

indicate a correlation or dependency between the sensor channels in the dataset. To achieve
this task, we use the subset of data belonging to VIN 958. Correlation is a method of
understanding the relation between two features and it helps to see how each feature effects
the other. The Figure 4.3 illustrates a heat map as a correlation matrix displaying the
correlation between the sensors values.
The heat map is a visualization for understanding the correlation between any combination of two sensors. The heatmap “H” is a nxn matrix, where “n” is the number of
sensor variables in the data. Each square of the heatmap contains a float value, which
indicates the amount of correlation observed between the two sensors. The correlation be-
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tween any two sensors i and j can be observed from the value in the cell Hij . The values
in the heat map are assigned a color gradient based on their correlation index. The color
gradient shifts blue gradient to red gradient as the correlation index changes from -1.0 to
1.0. A positive correlation value indicates that the change in the sensor values are directly
proportional whereas, a negative correlation values indicates that the sensor channels are
inversely proportional.
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Figure 4.3

Heat map illustrating the correlation between the sensor channels
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From the Figure 4.3, a positive correlation can be observed between multiple combinations of sensor channels. The square with their colors in the red gradient area are considered to have a positive correlation. The following are some of the sensor combinations in
which, a postive correlation was observed :
• InjCtrlPres vs EngPctTorq
• InjCtrlPres vs EngSpeed
• FuelRate vs EngPctTorq
• Fuel Rate vs PctEngLoad

The figures namely Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 illustrate the sensor values
across time
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Figure 4.4

Plot of InjCtrlPres vs EngPctTorq across time
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Figure 4.5

Plot of InjCtrlPres vs EngSpeed across time
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Figure 4.6

Plot of FuelRate vs EngPctTorq across time
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Figure 4.7

Plot of Fuel Rate vs PctEngLoad across time
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The figures namely Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, Figure 4.6 Figure 4.8, help us understand the
relation between the different sensor values. All the sensor combinations observed consist
of the sensors related to the engine. In the Figure 4.4, we can see the trend in the sensor
values of the sensors named InjCtrlPres, displayed in blue and the EngPctTorq, displayed in
red. The InjCtrlPres sensor observes the pressure that is supplied to the injectors whereas,
the EngPctTorq sensor observes the amount of the torque on the engine in a percentage
form. From this figure, we can observe that, an increase or decrease of one of the sensor
values, affect the other. This can be attributed to the fact that, inorder to provide more
torque to the vehicle, the pressure on the injectors increases. The figures namely Figure
4.5, Figure 4.6 provide support to this. In the Figure 4.5, a plot which shows the trend of the
sensor values namely, InjCtrlPres, displayed in Blue, and EngSpeed, displayed in violet,
is provided. The EngSpeed sensor collects the speed of the engine during the runtime
of the vehicle. The fact that inorder to provide more speed to the vehicle, the pressure
to the injectors has to be increased, can be evidently found from the Figure 4.5. Also,
another relation can be inferred from the above relation which, as the speed of the engine
increases, the pressure to the injectors increase. The amount of fuel supplied to the engine
also increase proportionately for this purpose. This is evident from the Figure 4.6, which
provides a line chart which shows the trend of the sensor values namely, FuelRate and
EngPctTorq. The values of the FuelRate sensor, which measures the rate of fuel delivered
to the engine, are displayed in pink and EngPctTorq values are displayed in green. We
can observe that with an increase in the EngPctTorq, we see a rise in the FuelRate values.
The Figure 4.7, which shows a plot of the measured fuel rate and the engine load as a
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percentage, shows a positive correlation. From this, we can say that, with an increase
or decrease in the engine speed, the pressure on the injectors as well as, the rate of fuel
supplied to the engine increases or decreases respectively.From the above observations, we
can find the relations between the sensors and possible causation effects.

4.7

Prediction Of DTC
In this section, we describe the methodology followed to predict if a DTC will be

recorded in a window time of 43200 steps in the future. The DTCs are can provide valuable
knowledge about the condition of the vehicle. By predicting the occurrence of a DTC using
the sensor data, the vehicle’s reliability can be decided and precautionary measures can be
taken to prevent the development of the fault.
The faults that occur in a vehicle can be accurately identified using the recorded DTCs.
The prediction of the DTC can be done in two ways, which are:
1. Prediction of time for occurrence of the fault.
2. Predicting the occurrence of fault within a window period.

The prediction of the time for occurrence of a fault involves, predicting the amount of
time left for the fault to occur from a given point of time whereas, the prediction of fault
in a window period involves predicting if a fault would show up in the vehicle during a
window period in the future. The prediction of accurate time of occurrence of the faults
involves challenges such as, the environmental and driving conditions, which might cause
a shift in the predicted time. Owing to these factors, the predicted time and the actual time
of occurrence of the faults may vary. As a result, it involves the need for a confidence
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interval to estimate the reliability of the predicted results. To overcome these challenges
and drawbacks, the prediction of occurrence of a fault within a window period is preferred.
This thesis aims at predicting the occurrence of the fault SPN 164, in window period
of 12 hours from any given time point. Using these results, a decision on whether a maintenance activity is required for the Injector Control Supply Pressure, can be taken.
A deep learning architecture consisting of layers of 1-dimensional Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is used for the task of predicting the labels indicating a DTC occurrence. The architecture is built using a Python deep learning library named Keras[14]. The
architecture contains 2 Convolutional layers each followed by a Batch Normalization layer
and a MaxPooling1D layer. A filter of size 3 units is used. The activation function called
“LeakyReLU” is used as the activation function due to the nature of the data and to avoid
the vanishing gradient problem [32]. One flattened layer is used to gather the information
of all the filters from the last Conv-1D layer. The final layer in the architecture is a Dense
layer which is a Fully Connected Neural Network. The Dense layer uses the sigmoid activation function which returns either a “0” or “1”. Stochastic gradient descent optimizer
is used along with a loss function of “binary crossentropy” which is used in case of binary
classification task. The Source code for implementing this architecture can be found in
Appendix B Section B.3.
The raw sensor values are provided as the input for the Conv-1D network and the
column “Label1” is used as the associated labels. The Figure 4.8 provides a summary of
the architecture. Our network inputs consist of multiple, fixed-length, 1D sequences:
(s1 , s2 , ..., sc )
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Figure 4.8

CNN-Architecture

where c  N is the number of sequences. Each of these sequences, si , contains a series of
sensor channel data of fixed length. The input data is processed as follows.
The input is passed to a convolution layer, whose output is passed to the next convolution layer after the batch normalization layer. It is then passed to sub sampling MaxPooling
layer after which the data is flattened and passed to the Fully Connected Dense layer with
100 neurons after which it is passed to the Dense layer with a single neuron which outputs
the class as “0” or “1”.
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4.8

Results And Discussion
In order to obtain the best results, the sequence length hyper parameter has been tested

with different values ranging from 100 to 10000. The sequence length hyper parameter
decides the number of time steps of past data that is shown to the neural network at each
step, in order to capture the patterns and predict the output in the future. By adjusting and
testing on different sequence lengths, the results shown in the Table 4.3 were obtained.
The following Table 4.3 shows the Accuracy, Precision and F-1 score obtained for
different sequence length tested.
Table 4.3

Test results on different sequence lengths
Sequence

Accuracy

on

Accuracy on Test

length

Training Set in %

Set in %

100

52.9

53.7

48

22.6

200

63.6

50.1

50.1

66.7

500

66.5

54.8

52.2

66.9

1000

71

58

56.5

67

5000

89

63.8

63

69

10000

89

72

72

72.3
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Precision

F-1
Score

The best performance achieved by the CNN is an average accuracy of 72% over 10
runs, each with a 100 epochs and different weight initializations, with a sequence length
10000. At smaller sequence lengths starting from 100, the performance of the network
was 50%, which is naturally unacceptable. An accuracy of 50% on a balanced data set
would mean that, the classifier is able to predict a single output out of the two binary labels
i.e, the classifier is giving as result either a “0” or “1” for all the test data, which is called
Under-fitting. This can be proved from the precision score which is 48% i.e, only 48% of
the predicted values are predicted correctly from a balanced test data set. By increasing
the amount of prior data shown to the classifier at each time step, the performance was
enhanced. By increasing the sequence length to 200, the training accuracy increased from
52.9 to 63.6. This can be seen as a good development since, an increase in the training
accuracy means that the classifier is learning. We observe an precision of 50%, a 2%
increase from the previous sequence length. A considerable increase in the accuracies was
observed with a sequence length of 10000. By providing the data of 5000 time steps prior
to the current time step, the training accuracy jumped to 89% and the precision score rose
to 63%. By further increasing the sequence length to 10000, the classifier achieved an
accuracy of 72% on the test data with the precision score as 72%.
The possible reasons behind this performance of the neural network are as follows:
1. The assumption of mutually-exclusive DTCs.
• One of the assumptions that is considered for the scope of this project is that
the faults are mutually exclusive, meaning one fault does not have an effect on
another. But in real time, the anomalous behaviour of a part can have its effect
on the remaining parts as well.
• Using the above assumption, the correlation and causation effects between
faults in different parts of the vehicle are not taken into account. By taking these
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relations into consideration and modelling the physical dependencies between
these DTCs, the classifier can be provided it with better features to capture the
patterns of degradation.
2. Diminution of the data to create sequences that begin with the Fault status record as
“Inactive” until the time when the Fault status turns to “Active”.
• For the scope this thesis, the task is to predict the occurrence of a critical fault
SPN 164. In order to model the degradation pattern for the fault 164, the dataset
was curtailed by removing the data related to the timestamps that have fault
status for fault 164 as “Active”.
• This resulted in limiting the amount of data that is provided to the classifier,
which has had a considerable effect on the performance of the classifier.
3. Availability of limited data due to the less number of occurrences of the fault.
• The amount of data that is provided to the classifier is limited owing to the fact
that, the number of occurrences of the fault 164 in the vehicle is very less i.e
only 3 occurrences.
• More data is to be provided to the classifier, inorder to capture the patterns of
the degradation leading to the occurrence of the fault.
• By providing the classifier with more data related to the degradation of the
vehicle resulting in occurrence of fault 164, the performance of the classifier
can be enhanced.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

This chapter presents a summary of the conclusions achieved through the implementation and evaluation of the Convolutional Neural Network for prediction of a critical fault
with the injector control supply pressure.
Predictive maintenance is a strategy for maintenance which is performed by assessing
the health of the vehicle continuously and taking preventive measures to halt the development of an upcoming fault. By predicting the occurrence of faults in advance, the consumers and the manufacturers can benefit by planning necessary maintenance actions in
advance.
In this thesis, a framework is presented which describes the steps starting with, obtaining the data from the vehicle pre-processing the data to remove missing features and
values, transforming the data into sequences which, begin with a healthy condition eventually leading to the occurrence of the fault and finally, a CNN architecture which captures
the patterns in the data and presents the output, which indicates if the fault is upcoming
within the next 43200 seconds from any given point of time of running of the vehicle.
A 1-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network + Fully Connected layer framework
is developed for this task of prediction of the fault. The real time sensor data obtained
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from the data collection boxes installed on the vehicles, collect data from many different
channels in the vehicle which is susceptible to lots of problems such as missing values,
non-working channel data, lack of background knowledge etc. Moreover, the vehicles can
differ in their make, model and the conditions they are run in. The data pre-processing techniques to overcome these limitations have been described in the work. Since the vehicles
experience different DTCs at any given point of time, a sequence based data augmentation
method was proposed inorder to concentrate the efforts on prediction of a single DTC. This
method helps prevent the problem of class imbalance in classification problems. The efficiency of CNNs in working with multivariate time series data has been demonstrated with
the results obtained in this work. The CNN + FC framework has achieved a best average
accuracy of 72% with a sequence length of 10000 time steps.
Also in this work, the correlation between different sensor values is studied and an
analysis on the effects of performance of different parts on one another is presented.
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CHAPTER 6
FUTURE WORK

With the scope of this work limited to the prediction of occurrence of a critical DTC,
it can used as a foundation to pursue research in various directions. This chapter describes
the possible areas for future work
By providing the model with more data, its accuracy can be improved by making the
model’s architecture deeper and thereby, higher level of feature abstractions can be obtained and more accurate patterns can be captured.
Owing to the limitations in availability of the data and the lack of maintenance data,
the window for predicting the occurrence of the fault is limited to 24 hours window. In
real time , with the availability of more suitable and reliable data, the window period can
be increased to suit the interests of the end users. With the availability of sufficient amount
of data, more number of critical DTCs can be predicted by training a machine learning
model with multiple channels, each targeted to predict the occurrence of different critical
DTCs. This model can predict the occurrences of multiple DTCs and can be used to create
a reliability measure for the vehicles such as a Health Score. Also, it can extended to create
a unified prediction model which is trained on data of vehicles of different make-and-types.
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The maintenance data provides valuable knowledge of the condition of the vehicle. It
contains contains the historical details of the maintenance events performed on the vehicles, the details of the parts that have been replaced or repaired etc. With the availability
of the maintenance data, it would be possible to obtain a reliability assessment of the vehicles and predict the next failure accurately. It can also be used to assess the health of
the sub-systems of the vehicle and provide a reliability measure such as a Health score
for the vehicle. Majority of the maintenance events currently performed on the vehicles
are with preventive or corrective maintenance events. With the development of predictive
maintenance systems, the maintenance events can be planned ahead of the failure which is
economically desired to both the vehicle owner and the manufacturer.
The available historical data of the vehicles is generally limited owing the costs involved in collecting it. To deal with this, online learning models can be developed which
learn the data in real time on a sample-by-sample basis. This would increase the knowledge
of the model and can enable
The predictive maintenance models can be used by manufacturers and service providers
to manage the inventory by obtaining information about the upcoming faults in the vehicles
in advance. This would help bring down the costs of storing spare parts in the inventory.
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A.1

Example of dataset before pre-processing

TimeStamp

Load hours EngSpeed FaultStatus 164

2013-02-14 10:00:00

1

101

Inactive

2013-02-14 10:00:01

2

101.25

Inactive

2013-02-14 10:00:02

3

102

Inactive

2013-02-14 10:00:03

4

103.76

Active

2013-02-14 10:00:04

5

104

Active

2013-02-14 10:00:05

6

101.20

Active

2013-02-14 10:00:06

7

97

Inactive

2013-02-14 10:00:07

8

95

Inactive

2013-02-14 10:00:08

9

100

Inactive
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A.2

Example of dataset after pre-processing

Time

Load

Fault Status Sequence Time for
EngSpeed
164

ID

fault64

101

Inactive

1

7

2

101.25

Inactive

1

6

2013-02-14 10:00:02

3

102

Inactive

1

5

2013-02-14 10:00:03

4

103

Inactive

1

4

2013-02-14 10:00:04

5

103.56

Inactive

1

1

2013-02-14 10:00:05

8

101.20

Active

1

0

2013-02-14 10:00:08

9

97

Inactive

2

3

2013-02-14 10:00:09

10

95

Inactive

2

2

2013-02-14 10:00:10

11

100

Inactive

2

1

2013-02-14 10:00:11

12

101

Active

2

0

Stamp

hours

2013-02-14 10:00:00

1

2013-02-14 10:00:01
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B.1

Python code for combining 1 Hz files and Fault data for a Vehicle

from __future__ import print_function
import pandas as pd
import csv
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import os
import sys
from datetime import datetime, timezone
import math
# Determine all VINs in folder
def VinScanner(folder):
files = os.listdir(folder)
files.sort()
sorted(files)
vins = [] #Store all VINS in this dataset
for f in files:
filename, file_extension = os.path.splitext(f)
if (file_extension !=".csv") or
(filename.startswith("Combined_Vehicle-VIN")):
continue
vin = 0
fileNameParts = f.split(’_’)
for file_np in fileNameParts:
if file_np[:3]=="VIN":
vin =int(file_np[3:])
break
if (vin > 0) & (vin not in vins):
vins.append(vin)
return vins
def ReadDailyReports(desiredVin,folder,
maxNumFilesToRead=0):
j = 0
files = os.listdir(folder)
files.sort()
sorted(files)
df = None
for f in files:
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filename,file_extension = os.path.splitext(f)
if (file_extension !=".csv") or
(filename.startswith("Combined_Vehicle-VIN")) or
(filename.startswith
("DataPriorToFirstMajorFailure")) or
(filename.startswith
("FaultAndFailureForFirstMajorFailure")):
continue
vin = 0
fileNameParts = f.split(’_’)
for file_np in fileNameParts:
if file_np[:3] == "VIN":
vin = int(file_np[3:])
break
if (vin > 0) & (desiredVin > 0):
if (vin != desiredVin):
#print(’exiting for loop’)
continue
if (maxNumFilesToRead!=0 and j>maxNumFilesToRead):
#we have read enough files. break
break
print(’..loading csv file’, f)
filePath = folder + os.path.sep + f
fileHasRedundantHeaders = False
with open(filePath,mode=’r’,
encoding="utf8", errors=’ignore’)
as file:
line = file.readline()
if line.replace(’,’,’ ’).
strip().startswith(’#CHANNELS’):
print (’skipping redundant headers’)
fileHasRedundantHeaders = True
if fileHasRedundantHeaders:
rowsToSkip = [0,2,3,4,5,6]
else:
rowsToSkip = []
curframe = pd.read_csv(filePath, sep=",",
skiprows=rowsToSkip,
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header=0)
curframe[’VIN’] = vin
curframe[’ID’] = j
if df is None:
df = curframe
else:
df = df.append(curframe)
j += 1
return df
def ProcessDataset(vpro_df, vin):
#Reset the indices for dataset (otherwise
restarts at 0
for each of appended dataframes)
vpro_df.reset_index(inplace=True)
#Clean up data
#Drop rows with all nans (usually first one)
vpro_df = vpro_df.dropna(thresh=2)
#Remove useless columns
#Drop columns with all nans
vpro_df = vpro_df.dropna(axis=1,how=’all’)
def ConvertTimestampToDateTime(x):
if math.isnan(x):
x=0
return datetime.datetime.utcfromtimestamp(x/1000).
strftime(’%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S’)
vpro_df[’day_time’] =vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: ConvertTimestampToDateTime(x))
grades = []
for row in vpro_df["UTC_1Hz"]:
grades.append(datetime.utcfromtimestamp(row/1000).
strftime(’%Y-%m-%d %H:%M:%S’))
vpro_df.insert(loc=1, column=’UTCtime’, value=grades)
’’’
#Sort by VIN and then time
vpro_df=vpro_df.sort_values(by=[’VIN’,’UTC_1Hz’])
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#Add column of deltas between steps
vpro_df[’delta’]=
(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]-vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
shift()).fillna(0).
apply(lambda x: 0 if (x > 1000.0)
or (x < 0.0) else x/1000.0)
#Add column of vehicle time
vpro_df[’VehicleTime’]=vpro_df[’delta’].cumsum()
#add additional columns for fault
vpro_df[’MalfunctionIndicatorLamp’]=
vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’RedStopLamp’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’AmberWarningLamp’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’ProtectLamp’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’FailureModeIdentifier’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’OccurrenceCount’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’ABS_WrnLmp_1587’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df ’AmberLmpStatEng_1587’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df [’ProtLmpStatEng_1587’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df[’RedLmpStatEng_1587’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
vpro_df [’DTC’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: ’None’)

return vpro_df
def ReadFaults(desiredVin,
vpro_df,folder,maxNumFilesToRead=0):
faults = []
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failureModeIdentifiers = []
fault_files = os.listdir(fault_folder)
fault_files.sort()
sorted(fault_files)
j=0
for ff in fault_files:
ffilename, ffile_extension = os.path.splitext(ff)
if ffile_extension !=".csv":
continue
ffileNameParts = ff.split(’_’)
for file_np in ffileNameParts:
if file_np[:3]=="VIN":
fault_vin =int(file_np[3:])
break
#read one vehicle information
#(including faults) at a time
if (fault_vin!=desiredVin ):
continue
if (maxNumFilesToRead !=0 and j>maxNumFilesToRead):
#we have read enough files. break
break
print(ffilename)
print(’..loading fault file’, ff)
filePath = folder + os.path.sep + ff
fileHasRedundantHeaders = False
with open(filePath, mode=’r’,
encoding="utf8",errors=’ignore’) as file:
line = file.readline()
#examine the first line of the file
#if it starts with #CHANNELS, then this
file has redundant header rows,
that need to be skipped
#print(line)
if line.replace(’,’,’ ’).strip().
startswith(’#CHANNELS’):
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print (’skipping redundant headers’)
fileHasRedundantHeaders = True
elif line.replace(’,’,’ ’).strip().
startswith(’UTC_Fault’):
print (’Good Fault File’)
fileHasRedundantHeaders = False
else :
print (’Malformated Fault File’)
continue
if fileHasRedundantHeaders:
rowsToSkip = [0,2,3,4,5,6]
else:
rowsToSkip = []
fault_frame = pd.read_csv(filePath, sep=",",
skiprows=rowsToSkip,header=0)
j=j+1
for i in range(len(fault_frame)):
fault_time = fault_frame[’UTC_Fault’][i]
fault_name = ’Fault’+
str(fault_frame[’SuspectParameterNumber’][i])
#Make sure this fault type
#is in our list of faults
if fault_name not in faults:
#It isn’t, so add it
faults.append(fault_name)
#Create column for it in data
vpro_df[fault_name] = vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0)
failuremode_Identifier_name=
’FailureModeIdentifier’+
str(fault_frame[’FailureModeIdentifier’][i])
#Make sure this failure mode identifier
is in our list of identifiers
if failuremode_Identifier_name not
in failureModeIdentifiers:
#It isn’t, so add it
failureModeIdentifiers.
append(failuremode_Identifier_name)
#Create column for it in data
vpro_df[failuremode_Identifier_name]
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=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0)
#Find the time step of this in the data
and update to True
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),fault_name]
=fault_frame[’Fault_Status’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)
& (vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),
failuremode_Identifier_name]
=fault_frame[’FailureModeIdentifier’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’] == fault_vin),’RedStopLamp’]
=fault_frame[’RedStopLamp’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),
’AmberWarningLamp’]
=fault_frame[’AmberWarningLamp’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),’ProtectLamp’]
=fault_frame[’ProtectLamp’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),
’FailureModeIdentifier’]
=fault_frame[’FailureModeIdentifier’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),
’OccurrenceCount’]
=fault_frame[’OccurrenceCount’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),’ABS_WrnLmp_1587’]
=fault_frame[’ABS_WrnLmp_1587’][i]
vpro_df.at[(vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’]==fault_time)&
(vpro_df[’VIN’]==fault_vin),’DTC’]
=fault_frame[’DTC’][i]
return vpro_df, faults
#ReadFaults()
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def CreateFaultColumns(vpro_df, faults):
print(’Creating Fault Columns . . .’)
#Add column for any fault occuring during time step
vpro_df[’AnyFault’]=False
for fault_ in faults:
vpro_df.loc[vpro_df[fault_]==’Active’,
[’AnyFault’]] = True
#Add column that will indicate vehicle time
#to next fault
vpro_df[’TimeToFault’]=vpro_df[’UTC_1Hz’].
apply(lambda x: 0.0)
next_fault = dict()
vpro_df = vpro_df.
sort_values(by=’UTC_1Hz’, ascending=True)
#Cycle through data, tracking faults
and updating value of the column we care about
numberOfDataRows = len(vpro_df)
for i, row in vpro_df.iterrows():
# for i in range(len(vpro_df)):
#Check to see if it is a fault
if vpro_df.loc[i, ’AnyFault’]:
#Update the next fault value
print(’--Found a fault for vehicle’,
vpro_df.at[i,’VIN’],
’at time’,vpro_df.at[i,’VehicleTime’])
next_fault[vpro_df.at[i,’VIN’]]
=vpro_df.at[i,’VehicleTime’]
else:
next_fault[vpro_df.at[i,’VIN’]] = None
#Update the value
if (pd.isna( vpro_df.at[i,’VIN’])):
continue
if next_fault[vpro_df.at[i,’VIN’]] is None:
vpro_df.at[i, ’TimeToFault’]=np.nan
else:
vpro_df.at[i, ’TimeToFault’]
= next_fault[vpro_df.at[i,’VIN’]]
- vpro_df.at[i,’VehicleTime’]
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for faultColumn in faults:
fault_status = vpro_df.at[i, faultColumn]
if fault_status == 0:
fault_status = ’Inactive’
vpro_df.at[i, faultColumn]=fault_status
if (i+1) < numberOfDataRows:
if (vpro_df.at[i+1, faultColumn]==0):
vpro_df.at[i+1, faultColumn]=
fault_status
for fault_ in faults:
vpro_df.loc[vpro_df[fault_]==’Active’,
[’AnyFault’]] = True
vpro_df.describe()
return vpro_df
folder = "Location of fault files of a vehicle "
fault_folder = "Location of fault files of a vehicle"
#Store all VINS in this dataset
vins = [] #, add the required vehicle’s
#VIN number(s) here,
#otherwise use vins=[]
if len(vins) == 0:
vins = VinScanner(folder)

print (’VIN Numbers identified: ’, vins)
for vin in vins:
print("Loading data files for VIN: {0}
..".format(vin))
maxNumFilesToRead = 0 # set to zero to read all
#daily log files, otherwise,set it
#to the maximum number of files to
#be read.
vpro_df=ReadDailyReports(desiredVin=vin,
folder=folder,maxNumFilesToRead
=maxNumFilesToRead)
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vpro_df = ProcessDataset(vpro_df, vin)

print(’Loading fault files for VIN:{0}from {1}’.
format(vin,fault_folder))
vpro_df,faults=ReadFaults(desiredVin=vin,
vpro_df=vpro_df,
folder=fault_folder,
maxNumFilesToRead = maxNumFilesToRead)
vpro_df=CreateFaultColumns(vpro_df=vpro_df,
faults=faults)
vpro_df=vpro_df.sort_values(by=’UTC_1Hz’,
ascending=True)
vpro_df.reset_index(level=0, inplace=True)
vpro_df=vpro_df.drop("index",axis=1)
vpro_df=vpro_df.drop("level_0",axis=1)
vpro_df.reset_index(inplace=True)
vpro_df.set_index(’index’, drop=True, inplace=True)
print (folder)
print (os.path.sep)
#Save the data gathered so far,
so that it can be read more
efficiently for future
vpro_df.to_csv(r’{folder}{os.path.sep}
Combined_Vehicle-VIN{vin} with Faults.csv’,mode=’wb’)
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B.2

Python code for creating countdown columns

import pandas as pd
import numpy as np
import os
if __name__ == "__main__":
starting_directory = os.getcwd()
# ="Location to save the output file"
os.chdir(directory_to_navigate_to)
current_directory = os.getcwd()
number_of_lines_to_read_at_at_time = 1000
#set the number of
lines to read from the .csv file at a time
#name_of_target_file = "Test_csv.csv"
#identify the target
#file, this part will need to
#be replaced later with a file search
#and selection function that automatically finds
#applicable files.
name_of_target_file = "Name of file to which
columns to be added"
new_file_name = name_of_target
on_timestamps_per_attribute_dictionary={}
all_timestamps_seen_up_to_this_point=pd.DataFrame()

#read and process csv file chunk by chunk--\/
print("Commiting initial read and
record of the file %s" % (name_of_target_file))
number_of_chunks_read = 0
for current_dataframe_subpart in
pd.read_csv(current_director+
os.path.sep+name_of_target_file,sep=",",
header=0,chunksize
= number_of_lines_to_read_at_at_time):
number_of_chunks_read +=1
#increment the number of chunks read
print("Processing .csv chunk%s"
%(number_of_chunks_read))
#if this is the first chunk to be
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#read of the current file--\/
if number_of_chunks_read == 1:
attributes_to_make_metrics_for=
[attribute_names for
attribute_names in
list(current_dataframe_subpart.
columns.values)
if "Fault" in attribute_names]
if "TimeToFault" in
attributes_to_make_metrics_for:
attributes_to_make_metrics_for.
remove("TimeToFault")
current_dataframe_subpartdrop
("TimeToFault", axis = 1,
inplace = True)
for attribute
in attributes_to_make_metrics_for:
on_timestamps_per_attribute_dictionary
[attribute] = []
for attribute in attributes_to_make_metrics_for:
list_of_timestamps_of_ones_for_current_attribute
=((current_dataframe_subpart.
loc[current_dataframe_subpart[attribute].
isin(["Active", "True"])])
.get(["UTC_1Hz"])).
values.tolist()
on_timestamps_per_attribute_dictionary[attribute]
=on_timestamps_per_attribute_dictionary[attribute]
+list_of_timestamps_of_onness_for_current_attribute
timestamps_in_this_chunk
=current_dataframe_subpart.
get(["UTC_1Hz"]
all_timestamps_seen
=pd.concat([all_timestamps_seen,
timestamps_in_this_chunk])
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all_timestamps_seen
=all_timestamps_seen[˜all_timestamps_seen
index.duplicated()]
print("Initial read of the file %s completed."
%(name_of_target_file))
countdown_columns_per_attribute_dictionary = {}
for attribute in attributes_to_make_metrics_for:
time_stamps_to_set_to_0
=on_timestamps_per_attribute_dictionary[attribute]
#get the timestamps that are
#0s in the countdown column,
#those for which a fault is occuring.
if len(time_stamps_to_set_to_0) > 0:
current_faults_countdown_column
=(all_timestamps_seen.copy()).
replace(time_stamps_to_set_to_0, 0)
#make a copy
#of the all_timestamps_seen_dataframe
#and replace any timestamp in it
#that is also an "on" timestamp
#for the present attribute with a 0.
else:
current_faults_countdown_column=
(all_timestamps_seen.
copy())
#if there are no on values
#the current fault’s countdown
#column doesn’t have any 0s in it
#and is just a copy.
for index, row in current_faults_countdown_column.
iterrows():
if row["UTC_1Hz"] != 0:
current_faults_countdown_column.
at[index, "UTC_1Hz"] = -1#set all
#non 0 timestamps in the countdown
#column to -1.
countdown_columns_per_attribute_dictionary
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[attribute]=current_faults_countdown_column
#Add the in process countdown column to
#the dictionary as the value to
#the key of the current attribute.
for attribute in attributes_to_make_metrics_for:
current_faults_countdown_column=
countdown_columns_per_attribute_dictionary
[attribute]
#extract the "in-process" (not yet finished)
#countdown column for this
#attribute from the dictionary.
current_faults_countdown_column
=current_faults_countdown_column.
iloc[::-1]
#reverse the order of the values in the column
first_active_has_been_seen =False
previous_rows_value=0
#for the first
#"previous value" that is needed
#when calculating a countdown this
#value will be 0
for index, row in current_faults_countdown_column.
iterrows():
row_value=row["UTC_1Hz"]
if row_value!= 0:
if (not first_active_has_been_seen):
current_faults_countdown_column.
loc[index,"UTC_1Hz"]=np.nan
else:
previous_rows_value+=1
current_faults_countdown_column.
at[index, "UTC_1Hz"]=
previous_rows_value
#assign a countdown variable
#to the
#countdown column
else:
first_active_has_been_seen=True
previous_rows_value = 0
#reset the previous value variable
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current_faults_countdown_column
=current_faults_countdown_column.iloc[::-1]
#reverse the order of the values in the column
current_faults_countdown_column.
rename(columns={"UTC_1Hz":attribute+"_countdown"},
inplace=True)
#rename the countdown column to
#describe the data it carries
countdown_columns_per_attribute_dictionary
[attribute]=current_faults_countdown_column
#Reassign each attribute’s countdown column

current_full_target_csv_file=
pd.read_csv(name_of_target_file)
for attribute in attributes_to_make_metrics_for:
current_full_target_csv_file.
insert(0,attribute+"_countdown",
countdown_columns_per_attribute_dictionary
[attribute])
current_full_target_csv_file.
to_csv(new_file_name,index=False)
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B.3

Keras code for Convolutional Neural Network + Fully Connected Layer

from keras.preprocessing.sequence
import TimeseriesGenerator
from keras import initializers
from keras import optimizers
import keras
from keras.layers import Dense
from keras.layers import Flatten,Dropout
from keras.layers.convolutional import Conv1D
from keras.layers.convolutional import MaxPooling1D
from keras.layers.normalization import BatchNormalization
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Dense
model = Sequential()
model.add(Conv1D(filters=64,kernel_size=3,
input_shape=(sequence_length, 8)))
model.add(LeakyReLU(alpha=0.05))
model.add(BatchNormalization())
model.add(Dropout(0.25))
model.add(Conv1D(filters=16, kernel_size=3))
model.add(LeakyReLU(alpha=0.05))
model.add(BatchNormalization())
model.add(Dropout(0.25))
model.add(MaxPooling1D(pool_size=2))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dense(100))
model.add(BatchNormalization())
model.add(LeakyReLU(alpha=0.05))
model.add(Dense(1, activation=’sigmoid’))
sgd = optimizers.SGD(lr=0.0001, decay=1e-6, nesterov=True)
verbose,epochs,batch_size = 1, 10, 32
model.compile(loss=’binary_crossentropy’,optimizer=sgd,
metrics=[’accuracy’])
print (model.summary)
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